Cancer gland rupture as a potential risk factor for lymph node metastasis in early colorectal adenocarcinoma with deep submucosal invasion.
Lymph node metastasis (LNM) occurs in fewer than 15% of patients with early invasive colorectal adenocarcinoma (T1-CRAC) who undergo surgery after therapeutic endoscopy due to the LNM risk. Better histological risk assessment for LNM of endoscopically resected T1-CRAC is important to avoid needless salvage surgery. We evaluated cancer gland rupture (CGR), i.e., cancer glands with a discontinuous epithelial lining, at the invasive front, as a potential risk factor for LNM by histological examination of differentiated T1-CRAC from 217 patients who underwent surgery with or without therapeutic endoscopy. CGR was represented by C-shaped cancer glands with a more or less inflammatory or stromal reaction, and was occasionally accompanied by mucus-lake or abscess formation. CGR was observed in 168 (77%) cases, including all 20 cases with LNM, and the odds ratio of LNM was higher for CGR than for deep invasion (depth of submucosal invasion ≥1000 μm). All cases with LNM were included among the 148 cases with deep invasion and positive CGR, whereas no LNM was detected in the 29 cases with deep invasion and negative CGR, regardless of vascular invasion or tumour budding. In the 148 cases, LNM was detected in 18 (19%) of 93 cases with positive vascular invasion or high-grade tumour budding, and in 2 (4%) of 55 cases without either. Our findings suggest that CGR is an easily applied and objective histological finding for predicting LNM that could be useful for assessing the risk for LNM of endoscopically resected.